Concord Christian Academy
2020-21 MS Supply List - Gr. 6-8

Required Supplies for All Classes:

- NIV Bible
- Colored markers
- Colored pencils
- Expo markers (2 packs)
- Dry erase whiteboard
- Water bottle (labeled with student’s name)
- #2 pencils or mechanical pencils and erasers
- Black and red pens
- Composition Notebook
- Wide-rule, loose-leaf paper (no spiral bound paper please)
- 2 yellow highlighters
- 1-2” binder labeled with student name
- 1 – heavy duty book bag
- 1 – zipper case (for markers, colored pencils, etc.)
- 2 – boxes of tissues to be shared with all of middle school
- 1 – package of durable pocket dividers (approximately 6 tabs total)
- Earbuds for each student needed for videos/audio lessons in many classes
- 1 container of disinfectant wipes (non-bleach)

Note: ALL MIDDLE SCHOOL students MUST bring their own personal computer or chromebook and whiteboard with expo markers

6th Grade Classes ONLY:
- 1 pocket folder for homework (plastic works best)
- Basic Calculator

7th/8th Grade Classes ONLY:
MATHEMATICS:
- Pre-Algebra - Basic calculator; Algebra I - Scientific Calculator

HISTORY:
- Nonstick book cover

SCIENCE:
- 1-1” binder with dividers/paper and labeled with student name and subject on binder edge

SPANISH: (8th Grade)
- 1 subject spiral notebook
- Jumbo book cover